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Remembering

Remembering

My beautiful angel baby’s
who are never forgetting
forever loved, always in our
hearts love your heartbroken
Mammy&Daddy x

Thinking of my very special
little man Liam as his 12th
anniversary approaches on
the 20th of April

Hugo & Hunter

Remembering

Michael & baby angel
Wishing you could be
with us enjoying there
laughs&giggles. But I know
you’ll keep our angel safe
in your arms til we see you
again, miss you always your
loving sister brid & family xxx
y.n.w a.

Remembering

Nadine Keisha Wilson
My baby girl so lost so
empty I need find you I am
going to be with you soon
I love you 16yrs old fought
2 yrs so honoured you are
mine xxxx loves you mum
Jack Lucy Kayla Freddie and
Layla xxxxx
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2019

Liam Crowe Lynch

Remembering

Adam Brian

Adam, Thank you for being
ours, for giving us so many
wonderful memories in your
36 years. Your were so so
special, we never got to say
good bye, probably just as
well how could we say good
bye to the best thing that
ever happened to us. Cén
fáth. Love Mam & Dad xx

Remembering

Kevin Couch Dillon
15th August 2018 the worst
day of my life I lost my eldest
son Kevin he was 31 a young
man and to me still a child.
In a lot of ways he was he
had autism, he found it hard
to do things most people
of his age could do. It never
stopped me loving him, that
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night we lost him suddenly
Il never forget the sadness
and the feeling that part
of me was gone forever. I’ll
never get that back not till
the day I join my dear son
in the afterlife. Love you son
so much my baby forever
missed by me your papa
and your brother, sister
nephew grandad aunts and
uncles and cousins always
xxxxx fáth.
Love Mam & Dad xx

Remembering

Elsie May

Our precious angel born
sleeping 8th March 2019.
Loved and missed every day.
Our Guardian Angel. Love
Mammy Daddy and big
brother Daniel xxxx

Remembering

Zoe Joanne Scott
My brave Zoe lost her fight
on the 26th Sept 2019 age
30. Love always mummy
and her daughter Molly.
Rest peacefully beautiful,
see you in the morning xx

2019

Remembering

Adam Buggy
Adam, Your always in our
thoughts and remembered
Fondly... Sandra Mike and
Family .xxxxxx
Thinking of you always
buddy x
Diarmaid O’Sullivan
Dear Adam, Where have
the years gone? Sometimes
I can’t believe it. You are so
very missed all the time.
Your Mom, Dad & Zach are
truly keeping your memory
alive. Keep watching over us
all. All our love xxxx
Caroline, Alan, Clara & Eoin
Only seems like yesterday
you were feeding me gone
off beer you got on the
cheap - as we played Pro
Evo on a Tuesday afternoon,
we were supposed to be in
University!
Love you, miss you.
Evan
Thinking of you as always
mate. Look out for us if you
can!
Love,
MandeR
Thinking of you Adam xxxxx
Rory Jacinta and family
Remembering Adam
Marilyn Bulman
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Remembering

Remembering

Loved and remembered
more and more everyday
forever in our hearts

Miss you so much Conor
Fly high think of you all the
time. Conor love you so
much

Aaron Gerard Flaherty

Remembering

Michael Mc Loughlin
Forever in our hearts

Remembering

Ben Woodlock
Loved and always
remembered

Remembering

Tracey Melia
Miss you everyday

Remembering

Aaron O’ Neill
Aaron we Love and Miss you
always in our hearts
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Conor Lynch

Remembering

Leon McGettigan
My dearest son Leon,
I miss you every second
since you passed on the
1st of August 2019 only 3
1/2 years of age. You fought
your heart condition for so
long and unfortunately lost
the battle too soon. You will
always be remembered as
the funny little blond boy
with the biggest blue eyes
you’ve ever seen. Daddy,
Brian, Hanna and me miss
you very much! Hope you
found a comfy cloud up
there so you can guide and
protect us.
Until we meet again...
Love, mummy
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Remembering

Remembering

Love you to the background
radiation
Lots of Love Mum and Dad
X0X0

There has been many a trip
over the last few years where
some classic Buggy stories
were told. I’m sure you were
there laughing along with
us. You’re certainly missed
but not forgotten by any
means . How could we!

Luke O’ Donovan

Remembering

Ben Maguire
In sad loving memory
of a kind, courageous
Son, brother, uncle, who
bravely fought stage 4
pancreatic cancer without
complaining,Ben died on
2/4/2019 age 32yrs, at home
surrounds by his mother,big
brother Chris, his sister’s
Sarah, Donna. I’m proud
of the care,compassion in
which they treated him in
his final days together with
a hospice nurse We’re all
broken hearted at his loss.
In Peace our lovely Son and
Brother we are lost without
you, you will never forgotten
and much loved by us all X

Adam Buggy

Remembering

Adam Buggy
Adam, my beautiful
brother, I miss you more
with each passing year.
The pain dissipates, but
so do the endless possible
conversations, moments
and embraces we could
have shared over the years.
I like to think we’d be closer
than ever by now, even if
we were half a world apart. I
constantly repeat the same
quote, “We spent eighteen
full years under the same
roof, and that sounds like a
long time but it’s not”. I will
continue to do so because it
really wasn’t. I talk out loud
to you sometimes. In a weird
way, I like to think you’re
listening.
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Remembering

Remembering

Ben you were a fabulous son
& are missed so much by
mom, dad, Mark & Shane.

Stephen
Nine years coming up on
10.....
Thinking of you each and
every day. You are so missed!
xx
Mum, Dad and Judy and
your nieces whom you never
got a chance to meet! xxx

Ben Ferguson

Remembering

Thomas

We miss you everyday love
Mam Dad Emily Ava Olivia
Grace xx

Stephen

Remembering

Robert
Remembering

Mary

I need to remember my
darling sister here. I need
the world to know how
strong, brave and generous
she was. She sparkled like a
rare, unidentified gemstone.
I miss her daily and am so
glad I had such a precious,
funny sister in my life.
I need hugs for and from
you.
Love you forever.
Teabag éile! XXX
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Robert, you were taken too
soon. Our hearts broke in
two the day you got your
angel wings. Life will never
be the same without you.
Loved and always missed
Mam, Trisha and Siobhan
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